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Abstract A

Hot Flow Anomaly (HFA) is created when an interplanetary current sheet interacts with
a planetary bow shock. Previous studies have reported observing HFAs at Earth, Mercury, Venus, Mars,
and Saturn. During Juno’s approach to Jupiter, a number of its instruments operated in the solar
wind. Prior to crossing into Jupiter’s magnetosphere, Juno observed an HFA at Jupiter for the ﬁrst
time. This Jovian HFA shares most of the characteristics of HFAs seen at other planets. The notable
exception is that the Jovian HFA is signiﬁcantly larger than any HFA seen before. With an apparent
size greater than 2 × 106 km the Jovian HFA is orders of magnitude larger than those seen at the
other planets. By comparing the size of the HFAs at the other planets with the Jovian HFA, we
conclude that HFAs size scales with the size of planetary bow shocks that the interplanetary current
sheet interacts with.

1. Introduction
A Hot Flow Anomaly (HFA) is created when an interplanetary current sheet interacts with a planetary bow
shock [Schwartz, 1995; Schwartz et al., 2000]. The inward pointing motional electric ﬁeld deﬂects and heats
ions reﬂected from the bow shock. HFAs were ﬁrst observed by AMPTE [Schwartz et al., 1985] and by ISEE
[Thomsen et al., 1986] near the Earth’s bow shock.
Key features of an HFA—as listed by Schwartz et al. [2000] based on observation at Earth’s bow shock—are (1)
a hot central region; (2) lower velocity than the bulk solar wind and strong deﬂection away from the Earth; (3)
noisy interior magnetic ﬁeld, with periods of depressed and enhanced B ﬁeld; (4) compressed edge regions
ﬂanking the central region on one or both sides; (5) presence of an interplanetary current sheet as evidenced
by different interplanetary magnetic ﬁeld direction before and after the HFA; (6) proximity to the bow shock;
and (7) a three-dimensional structure inferred from the shock normal. An eighth feature listed by Schwartz
et al. [2000, item 4] was that the durations of these HFA lasted minutes, implying scale sizes of a few
Earth radii.
HFAs appear to be a common phenomenon occurring in foreshocks of planets. HFAs have not only been
observed at Earth but also at Mercury [Uritsky et al., 2014], Venus [Collinson et al., 2012], Mars [Øieroset
et al., 2001; Collinson et al., 2015], and Saturn [Masters et al., 2009]. The key features of the HFA are seen at
the different foreshock regions, but typical size of the HFA does vary for the different planets [Uritsky et al.,
2014, and references within].
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Prior to the Juno mission, no observations of an HFA in the vicinity of Jupiter have been reported. In
this paper, we show the ﬁrst observations of an HFA at Jupiter made during the approach to the planet
by the Juno spacecraft. The transient events in the magnetic and plasma observations are
presented here. We also discuss how the size of the Jovian HFA compares to the HFAs seen at
other planets.
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2. Observations
The observations of the HFA come from the Jupiter
Auroral Distributions Experiment (JADE) [McComas et al.,
2013] and the Juno Magnetic Field Investigation (MAG)
[Connerney et al., 2017b], both ﬂown aboard the Juno
spacecraft. MAG consists of a pair of ﬂuxgate magnetometers and proximate star cameras for accurate mapping of the Jovian magnetic ﬁeld. The magnetometers
were designed to measure the wide range of magnetic
ﬁeld magnitudes, from interplanetary ﬁelds to the large
ﬁelds observed near Jupiter [Connerney et al., 2017a].

Figure 1. Juno approach trajectory. Plotted is the trajectory of the Juno spacecraft during the approach
(black), the bow shock location (red), and the magnetopause location (blue) just prior to the HFA
observations based on the model of Joy et al. [2002]
and JADE solar wind observations. The location of the
observed HFA is shown by the green cross.

ing JADE-I to continually observe the solar
presented here.

The JADE instrument was designed to measure the plasma
environment in Jupiter’s magnetosphere and auroral
regions, using a suite of two electron sensors (JADE-E)
and an ion sensor (JADE-I). It also makes measurements
of the solar wind. JADE-I measures ions with an energy
per charge between 10 eV/q and 46.5 keV/q with an
energy resolution (ΔE/E) of ~0.25 at 1 keV/q. The instantaneous ﬁeld of view (FOV) of JADE-I is 270° × 8.5° and is
aligned so that the full 4π view of the sky is covered once
per spacecraft spin, nominally a 30 s spin period. During
approach the Juno spin axis was pointing sunward, allowwind. JADE-E was not operated during the time period

For the data presented here, JADE-I was in its Low Rate Science (LRS) data collection mode. In this mode, the
data are collapsed across its angular dimensions to reduce the required telemetry. The count rate, as opposed
to the number of counts, is reported. The reported rates come from the eight anodes that view the 180° arc
that runs from along the spacecraft positive spin axis to the negative spin axis, which looks outward from the
spacecraft body.
The anode that looks along the spin axis has its data grouped into 22.5° × 120° (elevation × azimuth [spin])
bins. This is the anode which measures ions traveling in an antisunward direction. Since the solar wind is
known to be cold [Ebert et al., 2014] at these heliospheric distances, and therefore not fully ﬁll the grouped
angle bins, we assume that the solar wind ﬁll 22.5° × 22.5° of the spin axis-aligned angle bins when we calculate the numerical moments. The moments in the solar wind therefore have signiﬁcant uncertainties.
The next anode has its data grouped in to 22.5° × 45° bins. The anodes that look radially outward have their
data grouped into 22.5° × 24° bins. In the central region of the HFA the counts are observed primarily in the
radially viewing anode.
The Juno mission approached Jupiter from the dawnside of the planet during mid-2016 [Bagenal et al., 2014;
McComas et al., 2017]. During the approach phase of the mission, various instruments were operated to make
observations in the solar wind at 5 AU. The trajectory of the spacecraft between 15 May and 29 June 2016 is
shown in Figure 1. This is the period when observations of the solar wind and crossing into the Jovian magnetosphere are available from Juno [Ebert et al., 2017; McComas et al., 2017]. The nominal bow shock (magnetopause) is drawn in red (blue) as determined using the model of Joy et al. [2002] and a solar wind
pressure of 0.029 ± 0.013 nPa as measured by JADE (Figure 2) prior to the HFA. On 15 June 2016 a HFA
was observed by the Juno spacecraft. At the time of the HFA the Juno spacecraft was located at (13, 202,
39) RJ in the Jupiter-Sun-Orbit (JSO) coordinate system [Bagenal et al., 2014].
Observations from JADE and MAG of the HFA are shown in Figure 2. During the period shown here, the JADE
data have 600 s resolution and the magnetometer data have 1 s resolution. Moments presented in Figure 2
from JADE-I are calculated using two methods: (1) numerical integration based on the hot plasma approximation, which is appropriate for the hot central region (black curves) [Paschmann and Daly, 2000], and (2) forward modeling the observations with isotropic Maxwellians (blue curves). Since JADE was designed to
measure magnetospheric rather than the solar wind plasmas, it has a broad energy resolution, ΔE/E ~ 0.25.
VALEK ET AL.
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Figure 2. Summary of the HFA as observed by JADE and MAG on 15 June 2016. (a) The observed ion count rate from JADE.
(b) The magnetic ﬁeld in Spacecraft-Solar Equatorial (commonly Radial Tangent Normal (or RTN)) coordinates. The (c)
Density, (d) Velocity, (e) Temperature, and (f) Pressure as observed by JADE. The black curves are determined from
numerical moments, and the blue curves are from ﬁts to a Maxwellian distribution. The vertical dashed lines indicate the
boundary of the HFA as determined from the magnetic ﬁeld data.

The JADE solar wind moments will generally have large uncertainties (~45% for density, less than 10% for
velocity). Because of this wide energy resolution, the temperature calculated by the numerical moments in
the solar wind is not shown. In the solar wind the forward model-derived moments (blue curves) are used.
The forward modeling approach is necessary for JADE observations in the poorly resolved cold solar wind.
At the beginning and at the end of the interval shown in Figure 2, Juno was in the solar wind, as seen by the
relatively cold ion distribution ﬂowing at ~390 km/s. The interval between the vertical dashed lines is what we
identify as the Hot Flow Anomaly. An energy-time ion spectrogram is shown in Figure 2a. Prior to the arrival of
the HFA, two peaks are visible in the spectrogram for the solar wind protons and alphas. The ion energy spectra changes from a narrow distribution to a broad, hot distribution when the HFA arrives. The bulk velocity
also changes direction in the HFA (Figure 3).
Qualitatively, the plasma and the ﬁeld properties satisfy all of the key features of HFAs summarized by
Schwartz et al. [2000]: (1) A hot central region (~1645–1815 UTC) with an ion temperature ~100 eV (106 K),
which is comparable to HFAs observed at Earth and Saturn [Thomsen et al., 1988; Masters et al., 2009]
(Figure 2e); (2) lower speed than the ambient solar wind (Figure 2d). The ﬂow is also signiﬁcantly deﬂected
in the direction away from Jupiter (Figure 3); (3) a noisy magnetic ﬁeld, with the ﬁeld strength at times
increasing over 1.5 nT and at other times dropping to near zero (Figure 2b); (4) a compressed edge as indicated by enhanced density (Figure 2c); (5) interplanetary current sheet as evidenced by the interplanetary
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magnetic ﬁeld rotated by 37.4° across the HFA (Figure 2b); (6)
proximity to the bow shock—location of HFA indicated by the
cross in Figure 1 (see McComas et al. [2017] for a discussion of
the bow shock crossing on DOY 176); and (7) three-dimensional
structure inferred by the shock normal (Figure 2b). A summary
of key observations is given in Table 1.
In addition to the list of feature above, another condition
believed to be required for a HFA formation is that the ratio of
the transit velocity of the discontinuity to the gyrovelocity of
the reﬂected ion be less than 1. The normalized transit speed is
calculated as in Schwartz et al. [2000] and is found to be 0.75
on the pre-HFA side on the discontinuity. The value of the preHFA magnetic ﬁeld was determined as the average ﬁeld over
the interval between 16:10 and 16:20, and the post-HFA magnetic ﬁeld as the average ﬁeld over the interval between 18:26
and 18:36.
Compression regions are observed on both sides of the HFA. This
is consistent with weakly shocked solar wind, indicative of rapid
expansion of the hot central region of the HFA itself. Such
ﬂanking shocked regions have been noted at HFAs at other plaFigure 3. Incident direction of protons nets [e.g., Fuselier et al., 1987]. The shocked plasma ahead of the
shown in a ﬁsh-eye projection. Antisunward
HFA entry is actually ﬂowing faster than the ambient solar wind,
ﬂow is in the center of each panel, top of each
suggesting that it is a fast-forward shock propagating away from
panel is northward ﬂow and ﬂow toward
Jupiter is toward the left. Each concentric ring the expanding bubble located sunward of the spacecraft. At the
maps to an anode and is 22.5° wide. While in trailing edge of the HFA, the shocked plasma is ﬂowing more
the (a) solar wind the protons are traveling
slowly than the ambient solar wind, consistent with a fast reverse
predominantly antisunward. In the (b) HFA
shock propagating away from an expanding bubble located antithe protons are observed ~45° from the antisunward of the spacecraft. Thus, these shocked regions are consunward direction.
sistent with an expanding HFA convecting antisunward across
the spacecraft. Assuming that convection is at the ambient solar wind speed, as other analyses of HFAs have
done, then HFA duration of 1.5 h (2.1 h), excluding (including) the shocked solar wind on each side, suggests
that the HFA is ~2.1 × 106 (2.9 × 106) km across. This is 2 orders of magnitude larger than typical HFAs at Earth
[Facskó et al., 2009].

3. Discussion
We have presented here the ﬁrst observations of a Hot Flow Anomaly in the vicinity of Jupiter. This HFA was
observed by the Juno spacecraft as it approached Jupiter on the dawnside of the planet. The HFA occurrence
rate at Earth has been estimated as three per day [Schwartz et al., 2000]. The HFA occurrence rate at Saturn
has been given as once per 15 days, however, that is considered a lower bound [Masters et al., 2009]. The
Table 1. Properties of the HFA Observed by Juno
Parameter

Value

IMF prior to current sheet (CS) (Bpre)
IMF post-CS (Bpost)
CS normal (N(Bpre × Bpost))
Change in IMF angle (θ(Bpre · Bpost))
Electric Fields
Solar wind velocity (Vsw)
Size of HFA
Normalized transit speed (|Vtr/Vg|)
a

VALEK ET AL.

[ 0.48, 0.032, 0.19] nT
[ 0.33, 0.27, 0.048] nT
[0.05, 0.04, 0.12]
37.4°
Inward toward CS
390 km/s
6
2.1 × 10 km
6
(2.9 × 10 km)
0.75

Remarks
a

RTN coordinates
a
RTN coordinates

Average between 15 and 16 UTC
1.5 h excluding shock
(2.1 h including shock)
Calculated on the pre-HFA side

RTN is also known as Spacecraft-Solar Equatorial system.
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one reported HFA observation at Jupiter does not
allow us to make a reasonable estimate of the
occurrence rate; however, the reason that no other
HFAs have been seen at Jupiter may be that they
are relatively rare.
The Jovian HFA has the characteristics of those seen
at other planets, namely, a hot central region, a
lower velocity than the bulk solar wind, a noisy
magnetic ﬁeld with periods of depressed and
enhanced B, an interplanetary current sheet, proximity to the bow shock, and a three-dimensional
structure. What makes the HFA observed at
Jupiter different from those observed at other planets is the immense size of the structure. The size
of the Jovian HFA is shown in relation to other plaFigure 4. Comparison of typical sizes of HFA’s for various planets in Figure 4. The data for the planets except
nets. The typical HFA sizes are indicated by the diamonds,
and the largest sizes are indicated by the bar. The typical and Jupiter come from Uritsky et al. [2014, and referextreme HFA sizes and bow shock standoff distances for the ences therein]. The Jovian HFA is orders of magniplanets other than Jupiter come from Uritsky et al. [2014].
tude larger than HFAs typically seen at the other
planets. From this single observation we cannot
comment on the distribution of sizes at Jupiter, but it is clear that the HFA presented here is signiﬁcantly larger than those seen at other planets.
Uritsky et al. [2014] observed that the size of HFAs from Mercury, Venus, Earth, Mars, and Saturn tended to
increase with the size of the planetary bow shock. However, they did recognize an alternative explanation
that the size of the HFAs could be related to the distance from the Sun, since larger distances from the
Sun lead to larger ion scales describing an expanding solar wind [Uritsky et al., 2011]. When compared in units
of proton gyroradii (based on the statistical model by Köhnlein [1996]), the typical HFA sizes of the other planets are on the order of 200 gyroradii, ranging between ~140 and 290. However, the Jovian HFA presented
here is ~15,000 gyroradii in size. Even the extreme HFAs are less than 3000 gyroradii, or over 5 times smaller
than the Jovian HFA. Inclusion of the HFA observed at Jupiter suggests that it not the distance from the Sun
but rather the bow shock size that is important for the size of the HFAs.
This suggests that an HFA continues to form along the interplanetary current sheet as it sweeps along the
bow shock under conditions geometrically favorable to produce back streaming ions. These conditions are
determined by the shock normal [e.g., Burgess, 1989; Thomas et al., 1991, Schwartz et al., 2000], which varies
along the shock in a self-similar manner, so the region with the suitable conditions should scale with the size
of the bow shock observed. For a larger bow shock, the current sheet would then be in contact with the
region where the interplanetary current sheet/bow shock interaction is favorable for formation of an HFA
for a longer time. This longer interaction would allow more time for ions to be channeled into the current
sheet and hence produce a larger HFA.
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